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Thursday morning's CIF-SS Council meeting took nearly three hours to complete. Within those 
three hours were a few big items of note to the area's schools.  
 
First, congratulations to Cajon's Rich Imbriani, who was elected to serve as Boys Athletic 
Director representative with 49 of the 90 votes available.  
 
Now let's jump into the nuts and bolts of what was debated in terms of proposals.  
 
Football's playoff proposal, which would use current year's data/results to create playoff 
brackets, passed by a wide margin of 80 yes's, 4 no's, and 6 abstensions. There was no debate 
on this item. That means all fourteen Southern Section divisions will be determined on pairings 
day which is that first Sunday after regular season play concludes. I'm guessing this will mean 
the weekly divisional top ten polls are eliminated.  
 
When reached by phone Temecula Valley's Bert Esposito (a coaches association member) said 
"There were a couple of things that we wanted to address with these changes. First, the issue of 
transfers. You can basically have two different teams with transfers, one which takes the field in 
week 0/1 and then another which plays after that sit out period ends. Then we wanted to make 
sure any automatically qualified team through their league's season gets their shot at playoff 
football. We feel this remedies both issues and are pleased it passed with that kind of support."  
 
Beaumont's Jeff Steinberg added via Twitter "Classifying teams based on past performance 
helped some teams and hurt others. It's more fair to place teams based on how they are now 
then over a certain period where kids have come and gone."  
 
Also up for vote were a couple of swimming playoff proposals. In one proposal both of a 
school's swimming and diving teams would be placed into the same playoff division decided by 
whichever gender's program had a higher divisional placement. This went down by a convincing 
margin of 82-3-5. Proposal two said that teams would be grouped into competitive equity 
divisions separated by gender & school instead of the current league success based format. 
This passed 77-7-6.  
 
What might've been the most heavily debated item of this meeting was competitive cheer's 
proposal asking for a Sunday competition exception for a national championship meet in 
Florida. Southern Section's council passed this to a State vote endorsing the change 46-39-5. 
Brett Proctor of Alta Loma led the debate in opposition saying that a Pandora's Box would in 
essence be opened if this passed. I tend to agree with him but it was pointed out to me by a 



Facebook follower that most other states play on Sunday. My only question if this passes would 
be about the day of rest rule...would it be eliminated or take some kind of new form?  


